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Integration and evaluation of peer grading in a graduate-level engineering design course

ABSTRACT

A peer grading method is developed and integrated into a graduate-level engineering product design course. The objective of the peer grading process is to improve the students' design skillset. Students form teams to work on a design project throughout the course, applying the methods discussed in class to their specific project. Each team submits a project report in phases throughout the semester. The first two phases of the report are peer graded by themselves and two other teams in the class. Teams also grade their graders to ensure accountability and increase grading fairness and high feedback quality. To eliminate potential bias, the entire grading process is blind. Any identifying information in the reports is removed prior to peer grading and a confidential labeling system is integrated for instructor use only. The teams provide cardinal and ordinal grades for each report. To guide the grading process, students are provided with a grading rubric and a detailed report outline which informs students of required report elements. Anonymous peer evaluation of each team member within each group is also required. Thirty-two students complete a survey regarding the peer grading experience at the end of the semester. The survey provides results that qualitatively measure the efficacy of the peer grading method. Qualitative analysis of the survey responses indicate the peer grading method successfully reinforces and improves understanding of engineering design concepts. Proposals for revision and improvement of the peer grading method based on the survey results are also discussed and remain as future work.

1. Introduction

According to Torrance et al., the practice and study of assessment in education has experienced three major transitions – ‘assessment of learning’ to ‘assessment for learning’ to ‘assessment as learning’ where assessment dominates learning experiences [1]. Considering the potential of assessment to significantly contribute to student learning, a peer grading method is integrated into a graduate-level engineering product design course. Peer grading is a well-studied pedagogical technique used in various ways depending on educational discipline and learning outcomes [2]. Peer grading provides numerous pedagogical benefits such as increasing motivation for learning course content [3, 4], strengthening critical thinking skills [5], and improving the development of immediate and long-term learning aptitude [6, 7].

The primary motivation for integrating peer grading in an advanced product design course is to increase the student’s understanding of engineering design concepts and to promote design thinking. Various methods exist in the literature that are effective for teaching design concepts [8]. However, the efficacy of peer grading as an instructional technique for engineering design is not well-studied. Researchers integrate peer assessment methods in engineering design courses but students only assess themselves and their team members [9, 10]. However, the authors of this present work use peer grading for internal team assessment and assessment of other teams in the course, which allows students to compare their design process to others. The literature also presents cases where peer assessment is used in engineering courses unrelated to product design.
However, the authors are specifically interested in the use of peer grading to teach engineering design concepts and to develop the students’ design skillset.

The secondary motivation for implementing peer grading is to reduce the time and effort required by the professor for grading. Assignments from project-based courses typically require more time and effort to grade due to the open-ended nature of the work [15]. Integrating peer grading requires an initial time investment on behalf of the professor to create grading rubrics, prepare peer grading training sessions, and develop other organizational methods to ensure successful implementation. Despite this initial time investment, peer grading can significantly reduce the time and effort required by the professor to grade students’ work [2].

The accuracy of peer grading is debatable. Research shows that students tend to grade liberally compared to professional graders, especially on material that tests higher level cognitive skills [16]. Conversely, researchers have demonstrated that peer grading and professional grading yield similar results [17]. Accuracy of peer grading varies based on factors such as education level, discipline, material being graded, and grading rubric clarity. Feedback quality is another debatable issue regarding peer grading methods. However, research shows that providing accountability to graders through ‘grading the grader’ procedures increases feedback quality [18]. Therefore, grading the grader is an element of the peer grading procedure presented here.

The purpose of this paper is to present a peer grading methodology for engineering design courses and an assessment of the methodology through qualitative analysis. The paper is structured accordingly: Section 2 describes the peer grading procedure as used in an advanced engineering product design course, Section 3 presents the qualitative analysis of survey responses regarding the efficacy of the peer grading method, Section 4 includes a discussion of the qualitative analysis results and open-ended survey responses, and Section 5 presents suggested areas for future work and conclusions.

2. Peer grading methodology in advanced product design course

A peer grading method is used in a graduate-level product design course offered in the mechanical engineering curriculum. The course objectives and procedures for peer grading integration are discussed in the following sub-sections.

2.1 Course objectives and design project requirements

The course focuses on systematic design methodology. Course topics include customer needs analysis, functional modeling, idea generation, and decision making. The fundamental course objective is to equip students with skills necessary for success as a design engineer or design researcher. Completion of a semester-long project is required which provides students the opportunity to apply learned design techniques to product design. The class consists of 45 students, which allows for 13 design teams with 3 to 4 members on each team. Each team selects a unique design project and must complete a technical report explaining their design process for the project. The report is divided into three phases, or deliverables, which must be completed by specified dates throughout the semester. The design techniques discussed in lecture must be
included in the report as part of each team’s design process. Therefore, report deliverables align with lecture topics covered.

2.2 Peer grading procedure

The peer grading method is used to assess the first two phases of the report, while the professor grades the final phase. Each team grades a total of three reports in each phase, including their own report and two anonymous reports from other teams in the class. The two anonymous reports are randomly assigned to each team by teaching assistants. The teaching assistants delete any identifying information prior to distributing reports to teams for peer grading to ensure anonymity. The teaching assistants develop a confidential numbering system to label the reports prior to distribution for peer grading.

Peer grading of the design reports must be completed as a team. Instructions and a grading rubric are provided to the student teams to guide the peer grading process, shown in Figure 1. Also, a detailed report outline informs students what must be included within each section of the report to further guide their grading. Each team assigns an overall cardinal score (4 to 0 with 4 being the highest score) for each report. Students calculate the average of all section scores to inform their judgment when determining the overall cardinal score. Students must also assign an ordinal rank (best to worst) to grade the reports. The ordinal ranking distinguishes the highest quality report in the event that identical cardinal scores are given for multiple reports. Students must also provide constructive feedback when grading to justify the score they assign.
The primary objective of implementing the peer grading method is to reinforce design concepts taught in lecture and to further develop the students’ design skillset. Peer grading is implemented to expose students to various examples of design, to provide further opportunities for teamwork, and to facilitate reflective practice. The peer grading method is also utilized to motivate students to produce higher quality work considering their peers are evaluating them.

2.3 Grade the grader procedure

After the teams complete peer grading, the graded reports are returned to the appropriate teams using the confidential numbering system developed by the teaching assistants. Each team grades their graders based on the quality of feedback provided. The instructions used to grade the
Graders are shown in Figure 2. A cardinal and ordinal score are assigned to the graders, similar to the peer grading process of the reports.

**Grade the Grader Instructions**

You have been graded by three teams (including you). Provide a cardinal rank of the quality of the grading you received. Consider the following as you assess the grader’s grading. Did they give you high marks? Is it clear why? Did they give you low marks? Is it clear why? If you got low marks, by using the graders feedback, do you know how you could have improved your work to get high marks?

Give each grading team a cardinal score on a scale from 4 to zero with 4 being best. Also, rank the grading teams in ordinal fashion from best to worst. Note, the cardinal and ordinal ratings should track.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best quality of grading</th>
<th>cardinal score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Blank]</td>
<td>[Blank]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second best quality of grading</th>
<th>cardinal score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Blank]</td>
<td>[Blank]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Third best quality of grading</th>
<th>cardinal score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Blank]</td>
<td>[Blank]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 – Instructions for the grading the grader process

The central purpose of grading the graders is to provide accountability during the peer grading process. For example, if Team A does not provide any feedback justifying the grade they assigned to Team B, then Team B will assign Team A low scores due to poor feedback quality, which negatively affects the overall grade for Team A. Grading the graders also encourages teams to evaluate the feedback provided by others and consider the suggested methods to improve their work.

### 2.4 Team evaluation procedure

Each student is also required to complete private evaluations of their fellow team members and themselves. Using the handout shown in Figure 3, each team member is ranked in ordinal fashion according to the best contribution to the worst (or least) contribution. A cardinal score is also required similar to the peer grading process. A written assessment of each member is required to validate the rankings given.

**Team Evaluation Instructions**

Evaluate all project team members including yourself. First, list team mates in order of best to worst (or least best) contribution to the assignment. Do not forget to include/rank yourself. Second, add a brief written statement of the contribution the team member made to the project. Third, include a cardinal score for each member on a scale from 4 to zero with 4 being best. Note, identical cardinal scores may be used for multiple team members. The cardinal and ordinal ratings should track.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names (in ordinal rank)</th>
<th>Peer Assessment</th>
<th>Cardinal Score (4, 3, 2, 1, or 0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 – Instructions for team evaluations
The purpose of team evaluations is to maintain accountability within each team and to motivate equal participation from all members. The feedback received from students on team evaluations is confidential and for instructor use only. The evaluations provide the instructor with information regarding team dynamics which affects the participation grade for each student in the course.

3. Qualitative survey results

A survey is designed to verify whether or not peer grading is a useful tool for teaching engineering design and whether or not peer grading enhances general student experiences related to grading, motivation, and teamwork. Thirty-two students complete the survey at the end of the semester regarding the peer grading method. The first 13 statements are addressed using a 5-point Likert scale to measure the efficacy of peer grading. The survey also features six open-ended questions, which are interpreted in Section 4.4. The Likert scale survey results are presented below.

3.1 Peer grading benefits related to design

The responses to the first five statements of the survey demonstrate the value of the peer grading method when teaching an engineering design course. The survey results to the first five statements are shown in Figure 4. The majority of students agree that peer grading reinforces and improves their understanding of design concepts presented in lecture. Nearly all students agree that peer grading exposes them to various design examples, and zero responses indicate disagreement with this statement. More than 60% of students agree that peer grading increases their confidence using the design techniques taught in the course and contributes to their design thinking development. Interestingly, none of the students indicate strong disagreement with any of the first five survey statements.

![Peer Grading Benefits Related to Design](image.png)

Figure 4 – Comparison of survey responses related to design learning through peer grading
3.2 General peer grading benefits

Five additional statements investigate the benefits of peer grading related to general student learning and achievement. The survey results for these five additional statements are shown in Figure 5. Nearly 70% of students agree that the peer grading method makes them feel more involved with their grades and personal progress in the course. Peer grading helps approximately 37% of students feel less anxiety about their progress in the course due to their active participation in the grading process, while the remaining 62% of the class are neutral or disagree with this statement. The peer grading method motivates roughly 70% of the class to produce higher quality work considering peers are evaluating their work. Approximately 56% of students agree that peer grading provides constructive feedback, while 22% do not agree that they receive constructive feedback through peer grading. Lastly, the majority of students agree that peer grading leads to student participation and provides teamwork opportunities.

![General Peer Grading Benefits](image.png)

Figure 5 – Comparison of survey responses related to general benefits of peer grading

3.3 Satisfaction with peer grading method

The final three survey statements are included in the survey to investigate student satisfaction with the peer grading method. The responses to these three statements are shown in Figure 6. Approximately 56% of students have a positive view of peer grading, while 25% of students disagree that their overall view of peer grading is positive. The responses indicate that 44% of students are able to clearly follow the grading rubric. The responses also indicate that 34% of students disagree that peer grading fairly assesses their knowledge of course material.
4. Discussion

The results presented in Section 3 are discussed further in Sections 4.1-4.3. Where applicable, student responses to the open-ended survey questions are used to provide valuable insight to the Likert scale data shown previously in Figures 4-6. The open-ended survey responses are also discussed in Section 4.4 to provide suggestions for improvement of the peer grading method.

4.1 Peer grading benefits related to design

The Likert scale data shown in Figure 4 indicates the peer grading method presented here is a valuable technique for teaching engineering design concepts. Approximately 64% of students agree that peer grading contributed to their design thinking development. Design thinking refers to “the complex processes of inquiry and learning that designers perform in a systems context, making decisions as they proceed, often working collaboratively on teams in a social process…” [19]. Peer grading requires students to make collaborative decisions about the design processes of themselves and their peers, which improves their understanding and retention of engineering design concepts as supported by the Likert scale data. In this way, peer grading is a useful tool to increase student’s understanding of engineering design concepts and to promote design thinking. Nevertheless, a consistent minority of students disagree or are neutral with the first five survey statements related to design, shown in Figure 4. Interestingly, when asked about the usefulness of the peer grading method in an open-ended survey question, the same consistent minority of students explicitly state that while peer grading helps them understand design concepts, they still do not believe peer grading is useful simply because of the poor feedback and unfair grades given by their peers. Therefore, the observation is made that these students allowed irrelevant factors affect their survey responses to the first five statements related to design. To address this issue in the future, students should be made aware beforehand that peer grading is primarily a learning tool, which may shift their focus toward quality of learning rather than focusing on feedback and grades [17]. Considering feedback quality and grading fairness are not the fundamental objectives of peer grading, the authors conclude that the peer grading method successfully reinforces and improves understanding of engineering design concepts taught in lecture. Therefore, the fundamental objective of peer grading is achieved as clearly supported by the survey responses.
4.2 General peer grading benefits

The survey data shown in Figure 5 indicates that the peer grading method helps students feel a greater sense of involvement in their progress, provides teamwork opportunities, and motivates the students to produce higher quality work. However, three to four students express strong disagreement to the following two survey statements: “I felt less anxiety about my progress in the course because I was an active participant in grading” and “Peer grading provided me with constructive feedback on my work.” Interestingly, the students who strongly disagree with these two statements express their preference for professor grading over peer grading in the open-ended survey responses. Therefore, the authors speculate that implementing professor grading after each peer grading exercise may alleviate the strong disagreement to these two statements. Students may feel less anxiety about their progress in the course if they receive the professor’s feedback on peer graded assignments. Professor grading may also provide students with greater quality feedback and a sense of confidence in the feedback received from their peers considering it will be reviewed by the professor. The authors believe that the strong disagreement to these two survey statements from three to four students is not an indication that the peer grading method is ineffective as a teaching strategy. Rather, the responses provide insight for improving the peer grading method through the implementation of professor grading after each peer grading exercise.

4.3 Peer grading satisfaction

The survey data shown in Figure 6 indicates the majority of students have a positive view of the peer grading process. Only one student strongly disagrees with this survey statement. In an open-ended survey response, the same student expresses strong opposition to peer grading on the sole basis that students are inexperienced and the professor is the only one who is qualified to properly and consistently grade reports. The authors believe that this strong opposition to the current peer grading method may be alleviated upon implementation of professor grading after each peer grading exercise to ensure fair grading, higher quality peer feedback, and acceptance of the peer feedback received considering it will be reviewed and graded by the professor.

The second survey statement in Figure 6 regarding the clarity of the grading rubric shows mixed results. While 44% of students agree that they are able to clearly follow the grading rubric, 20% of students disagree with this statement. Of the students that disagree, the common suggestion in open-ended survey responses for improvement of the peer grading process is a more rigorously defined grading rubric. While a more detailed grading rubric may improve clarity, the authors also believe that proper training is required for future implementation of peer grading to allow the students to practice using the grading rubric and resolve potential discrepancies or misunderstandings that may arise during the training session.

The third survey statement in Figure 6 regarding the fairness of peer grading as an assessment tool also shows mixed results. While 25% of students agree that peer grading fairly assesses their knowledge of course material, 34% of students disagree with this statement. Interestingly, all students that disagree with this survey statement express preference for professor grading over peer grading in their open-ended survey responses. This preference may have led them to believe that peer grading is not as fair as professor grading. Some of these students also suggest a
redistribution of final grade weights so that the peer graded assignments minimally affect their final grade. This suggestion may indicate that students viewed the peer grading method as unfair due to the weighting scheme of peer graded assignments. However, the authors believe that reducing the weight of peer grading assignments may also decrease motivation to do well on peer grading assignments. Though the fundamental objective of peer grading is to reinforce design concepts taught in lecture, and the survey data indicates that the fundamental objective is achieved, the authors acknowledge that improving the perceived fairness of peer grading may be beneficial for future implementation.

4.4 Interpretation of open-ended survey responses

The open-ended survey responses provide valuable suggestions for future work that may improve the peer grading method. The primary concerns among students are related to reducing biased, unfair grading and increasing the quality of constructive feedback. The authors believe these concerns may be resolved using the following student suggestions described below.

Several students suggest that the grading rubric is not clear and that discrepancies arise due to a lack of training using the rubric, such as variances in interpretation of scoring. Research shows that providing students with comprehensive training before implementing peer grading is beneficial [14, 17, 20]. Merely providing the students with a grading rubric may lead to confusion and scoring discrepancies. Therefore, training the students to use the rubric on practice assignments is essential for future implementation.

Several students indicate that others grade based on personal bias rather than following the grading rubric, which results in poor quality feedback and unfair grades. Students also express confusion regarding certain grading criteria in the rubric which leads to erroneous scoring. A common suggestion from student responses is to revise the peer grading rubric with greater detail and clarity to emphasize the importance of providing high quality feedback and to ensure fair, unbiased grading.

Students suggest reducing the grade weights of the peer grading assignments. Students believe that peer grades should not affect their final grade in the course considering the students are inexperienced graders and allow bias to affect their grading efforts. However, significantly reducing the grade weights of peer graded assignments may also significantly reduce motivation for students to thoroughly assess their peers, thereby defeating the purpose of peer grading. Students also suggest implementing a heavier weight for the grade the grader procedure to enforce a higher level of accountability to graders, which may reduce grading bias and improve feedback quality.

The most common suggestion for improving the peer grading method is to integrate professor grading after peer grading. Students are not confident in the ability of their peers to properly assess their work and are accustomed to receiving feedback from the professor. Therefore, implementing professor grading after peer grading is essential. Receiving constructive feedback from the professor may increase the student’s confidence using design techniques taught in lecture. Implementing an additional round of grading by the professor after each peer grading exercise may also provide students with greater quality feedback and less anxiety about their
progress in the course considering their work is graded by the professor as well as their fellow students. Further, professor grading after peer grading may foster higher accountability among students during peer grading considering the professor will be reviewing their feedback.

Students criticize the peer grading method for various reasons in the open-ended survey responses. Some students question the ability of their peers to effectively grade material considering they are novices in design compared to the professor. While this is a valid concern, the peer grading method is only used on two class assignments. The professor grades all other assignments, provides the final grade, and evaluates peer grading scores with minimal weighting. Few students also complained that peer grading is time-consuming. However, the authors argue that this investment of time is worthwhile considering the peer grading method reinforces and improves understanding of engineering design concepts.

5. Conclusions and future work

A peer grading method is developed and integrated into a graduate-level engineering product design course. The fundamental course objective is to equip students with skills necessary for success as a design engineer or design researcher. The peer grading method presented here differs from prior efforts in the literature where peer grading is used in an engineering design course because student teams assess the reports of other teams, which exposes students to more design examples and helps them learn from their peers. The peer grading method presented here is also different from prior efforts in the literature where peer grading is used in an engineering design course because students are required to grade their graders, which provides accountability to graders and encourages students to evaluate and implement peer feedback. A survey is given to students at the end of the semester to qualitatively measure the efficacy of the peer grading method in supporting course objectives. Qualitative analysis indicates the peer grading method reinforces and improves student understanding of design concepts presented in lecture. The survey results show that peer grading also provides teamwork opportunities, increases student motivation to produce higher quality work, and helps students feel more involved with their grades and overall progress. Reducing biased, unfair grading and increasing the quality of constructive feedback are two primary areas of concern regarding peer grading. Proposed methods for directly addressing these areas of concern include training students for peer grading, revising the grading rubric, modifying weight distributions of peer grades, and implementing professor grading of each peer graded assignment. Despite these suggested methods for improvement, the peer grading method presented here is a valuable technique for teaching engineering design concepts.
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